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Tips for Well-being

Relax 

Keep
Active

Eat
Healthily

Keep In
Touch

Fitting things into your day which help you unwind can help manage
stress levels, even if it is only 10 minutes of downtime.

Maintaining contact with the people who care about you can help
you feel close and connected to other people.

Find something which keeps you active and which you also enjoy,
regular physical activity can give your mental health a positivity
boost.

Eating healthily will not only affect how you feel, but how you
think. Aim to eat at least five portions of fruit and vegetables a

day and always carry a water bottle with you.
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Watch Your
Alcohol

Consumption

Becoming
Comfortable
with Who You
Are

Talk
About It

Alcohol is a depressant, and can lead to low mood and
increased anxiety. Excessively consuming alcohol to
deal with difficulties can often make things worse.

No one is perfect and everyone is different. Background,
gender, race and religion are important to who we are.

Everyone is entitled to respect, including you.

Talking about your feelings can stop bad thoughts from building
up in your mind. Talk to someone you trust, or call a helpline –
such as the Samaritans; 116 123.



Food for Thought
Why might I want to change the way I eat and exercise?

Eating healthier is not about losing weight. It can help you feel
better mentally and physically, and feel like you are able to do more
things.

 
People eat for lots of different reasons, not just because they are
hungry. Reasons can include feeling bored, covering up feelings,
feeling low or because it has become a habit. Write a list of why or
when you eat to help you understand why you are eating.

Steps towards a healthier lifestyle
Plan your meals and when you will exercise. Be realistic with your
goals and use a food and activity diary to track progress.

 
Identify personal triggers for eating (e.g. boredom eating, drinking,
feeling low) and plan around these.
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Eat regularly to avoid skipping meals. Breakfast is extremely
important to set you up for a good day (think porridge, wholegrain
toast, or a smoothie as good choices).

 
Set realistic goals for exercising.  A 20 minute fast paced walk
three times a week could be a good starting point. You could then
aim for 30 minutes 5 days a week.

 
Being healthy does not mean restricting yourself. Eating a little of
what you like is ok, just ensure it is in moderation.



Eat breakfast: Eat foods which are high in fibre and low in
sugar (e.g. porridge, Branflakes, slices of wholegrain toast and a
banana.)
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Include foods that have a low glycaemic index (GI) with each
meal. These foods keep you feeling fuller for longer. Examples are:
multigrain bread, brown pasta, apples, oranges, bananas, broccoli,
peas and beans.

 
Distract yourself from giving into cravings: drink water, or a herbal
tea. Delay your urges to give into cravings by; talking to someone,
reading a book, going for a short walk– the craving to eat will pass.

 
Understand your cravings: Be aware of what triggers your cravings
and have healthy snacks on hand if you feel you need to eat.

Coping with food cravings
Do not skip meals: When you skip a meal, you may end up snacking
on sugary or fatty foods.





Relaxation Techniques
Preparing for relaxation

Sit in a comfortable chair or lie down somewhere comfortable in a
quiet, warm room where you will not be interrupted.

 
If you are sitting, take your shoes off and let your feet rest on the
ground. Uncross your legs and rest your hands on your lap.

 
If you are lying down, lie on your back with your arms at your side. If
necessary use a comfortable pillow for your head. If your lower
back feels uncomfortable put a pillow under your legs.

Relaxation exercise
Begin by breathing out, and then breathe in easily.  Repeat. Breathe
slowly in through your nose and out through your mouth.

Hold your breath for 3 seconds and then breathe out slowly,
allowing your rib cage and stomach to relax.  Empty your lungs
completely. Do not strain. Keep it slow, deep and rhythmic, for the
duration of five minutes.

 
Once you have established a breathing pattern start the following
sequence, tensing each part of the body separately as you breathe
in, holding your breathe for 5 seconds while you keep your muscles
tense, then breathing out slowly while at the same time leaving go
of the tension in your muscles and relaxing.
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Relaxation sequence:
Press your feet and heels down and curl your toes hard
Tense your calf muscles
Tense your thigh muscles making your legs still
Make your buttocks tight
Tense your stomach as if to receive a punch
Tense the muscles in your arms
Hunch your shoulders and press in
Clench you jaws, frown and screw up your eyes really tight
Tense all your muscles together after a few seconds relax
Now while still breathing slowly and deeply imagine a white rose on
a black background. Try to see the rose as clearly as possible,
concentrating your attention on it for 30 seconds. Do not hold your
breath during this time; continue to breathe as you have been
doing.
Now visualise another peaceful object of your choice. Again try to
see this object as clearly as possible, concentrating your attention
on it for 30 seconds while continuing to breathe slowly and deeply.
Lastly give yourself the instruction that when you come out of this
exercise, you will be perfectly relaxed and alter.
Stretch and sit up and slowly start to move again.

How else can you help yourself to relax?
Talking to someone you like and trust and who you believe will be
sensitive.

 
The ‘3 minute breathing space’ is useful to reduce moments of
tension and stress. It’s a short, 3 minute guided exercise that can
be practised at home, work, or out and about:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rOne1P0TKL8.



Low Mood
What are the symptoms of low mood?

 

Depressed mood (feeling sad, blue, tearful)
Loss of interest or pleasure in activities
Significant weight change or significant change in appetite
Trouble sleeping or oversleeping
Feeling restless or slowed down
Decreased energy or feelings of tiredness
Feelings of worthlessness or guilt
Diminished ability to think, concentrate, remember or make
decisions
Recurrent thoughts of death, suicidal ideation with or without a
plan
Can also include: headaches, and other pains/aches, digestive
problems, sexual problems, anxiety and excessive worry, feeling
pessimistic or hopeless
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What are the causes of low mood?

There is usually more than one reason and can vary from person to
person. These include:

Family history of low mood/depression
 

Distressing events and surrounding circumstances. For example, if
we are alone and friendless and have many other worries we may
get seriously depressed whereas in happier times we can cope
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Low mood can accompany other (physical and mental) illnesses
A person's deeper beliefs can predispose them to low mood. These
thoughts generally include 3 elements:

A view that they are worthless, a failure, or to blame
A view that the world is devoid of pleasure and immense barriers
block access to goals
A view that the future is hopeless

Where can I get help?

If you have symptoms that are getting in the way of your ability to
function with your studies and your social life, ask for help.
 
Remember, the University of Limerick have a counselling service that
provides help with all of the above symptoms. They provide a daily
drop-in service (10a.m-11a.m. and 2p.m.-3p.m.), where you are free to
talk with an assistant psychologist about how your mood is affecting
you. 

What treatment is available?

There are two approaches, which can be used separately or
combined. They are:

Counselling/psychotherapy: this involves talking about your
feelings to a professional therapist who listens, understands and
helps you explore the possible reasons and manage your
depression.

 
Antidepressant medication: this is prescribed by a doctor. When
depression is severe or of long duration, antidepressants are very
effective and need to be taken for a period of four to six months.
Antidepressants have some side effects and are not addictive.
Consult fully with your doctor in relation to this treatment.



What else can I do?
Besides seeing a doctor and counsellor, you can help your mood by
doing some of these things: 
 

Daily exercise and eating healthy foods can help you feel better
Try to have consistent sleep habits and avoid all-night study
sessions
Your counsellor may teach you how to be aware of your feelings
and teach you relaxation techniques. Use these when you start
feeling down or upset
Avoid using drugs and at least minimize, if not totally avoid, alcohol
Break up large tasks into small ones, and do what you can as you
can; try not to do too many things at once
Try to spend time with supportive family members or friends, and
take advantage of campus resources, such as student support
groups
Try to get out with friends and try fun things that help you express
yourself. As you recover from depression, you may find that even if
you don’t feel like going out with friends, if you push yourself to do
so, you’ll be able to enjoy yourself more than you thought
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Fear and Anxiety
What is fear?

 

The 'fight or flight' reaction triggered by fear is a pattern of chemical,
physical and psychological changes that prepares us to cope with
what we experience as a threatening situation. When we experience
fear, adrenaline is pumped into the bloodstream. This can result in
more powerful heartbeats, called palpitations, sweating, over-
breathing, tension and muscle pain, nausea or fainting. Such effects
can be easily mistaken for serious illness by those experiencing them.
This in itself can lead to an escalation of these symptoms.

What are your fears?
Some commonly experienced fears are:

A fear of failure, disapproval, or rejection
A fear of competition
A fear of change
A fear of intimacy
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How can we cope with fear and anxiety?
There are several methods for coping with the physical, cognitive,
emotional, and behavioural responses to fear. These include:

Dealing with the physical symptoms of fear including the use of
relaxation and breathing exercises
Assertiveness training
Dealing with fear-provoking thoughts



Controlling those aspects of the fearful situation that can be
controlled. This may include, for example, the choice of a 'task' that
matches the individual's preferences and talents, dealing with
procrastination, preparing material thoroughly or sharing
experiences with friends and associates.
Counselling may help you to develop strategies to manage your
fears. It may also help you to understand and process any
underlying issues or meanings of your fears.
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Become aware of your fears
1. Make a list of all your current life situations which trigger fear. Rank
the fearful experiences in order, from the least to the most fear-
producing, on a scale from 0-100. Start with the least fearful and
construct a vivid image of it
 
2. Record your fear-producing thoughts. Write down your thoughts
about the event, including subjective assumptions, beliefs, judgements
and predictions
 
3. Dispute your self-talk, what you are saying about yourself. Ask
questions such as "Where is the evidence for this idea? Where is this
written? Is there any support for my belief?"
 
4. Imagine the worst case. Ask questions such as "What is the worst
thing that could happen? What are the worst consequences if the worst
thing happened? How tolerable would the consequences be? How
likely is it that the worst will happen? What good things may occur?
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5. Replace the statements you recorded under task 2 with more
reasonable, objective, statements. Work on writing a list of coping
thoughts for the following four stages of coping:

Preparation - "I've succeeded with this before"
Confronting the fear situation - "No need to rush", "Take it step by
step", "I can do this"
Coping with fear - "I'm only afraid because I choose to be", "Keep
my mind on the task at hand"
Reinforcing success - "I did well! It's possible not to be afraid. All I
have to do is stop thinking I'm afraid"



Procrastination
Procrastination means putting off until tomorrow something that you
could do today.

What causes procrastination?
Having an unrealistic view of how a productive person really
functions

 
Being a perfectionist and being afraid to fail

 
People who procrastinate get in the habit of telling themselves "I
really should get started". These "should" statements, are usually
ineffective and unproductive as they make you feel guilty, making
you completely avoid the task

 
A genuine lack of desire to do whatever task that you're putting off

 
People procrastinate because they don't feel like doing them at the
time or because they are not in the mood to do them

 
One simple way to improve your motivation is through goal setting. Try
the technique SMART.
 
S - Specific. Set specific goals. Decide a specific time and day that you
are planning to do some study
 
M - Measurable. Continuously measure progress towards your goal.
For example, ticking off items from a "To do list"
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A - Action Related. Identify the necessary actions required to achieve
your goal. If you have to start an assignment, the first step might be to
take out appropriate books from the library. The second step would be
to begin reading on the subject, the third to decide on a particular topic
and then narrow your focus
 
R - Realistic. Ensure that your study goals are realistic and can be
accomplished
 
T - Time based. A good idea would be to work back from a deadline
when planning your study
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The ABC of procrastination
We can look at procrastination by examining separately each of the
components: Affect (emotions and sensations), Behaviour (actions),
and Cognitions (thoughts and beliefs):
 

Affect as emotion can be experienced as positive (e.g. joy),
negative (e.g. sad) or somewhere in between. Affect as sensation
(e.g. feeling tired, relaxed) can also be experienced as either
positive or negative. These emotions or sensations can be over-
reactions to events or situations such as heart palpitations when
asked to speak in class

 
Behaviour relates to observed actions . As most behaviour is
leaned, one can modify them through practice

 
Cognitions are the thoughts, ideas and beliefs which depict our
view of ourselves, others and the world. They can be positive as in
thinking how great it will be when a goal is accomplished, or
negative as in thinking about how we could fail
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The affect, behaviour, and cognition components are constantly
mutually reinforcing.

Beat your procrastination
Identify it - Notice one task that you are putting off unnecessarily

 
Think about it 

Using the ABC above method ask yourself what emotions/affect
(A) are enabling procrastination. Does the task make you feel
anxious/tense?
Ask yourself what behaviours (b) contribute to your
procrastination. You may be replacing doing an assignment with
watching TV.
Then ask yourself what thoughts/cognitions (c) are linked to
your procrastination. Do you think that you work well under
pressure and you will wait until the last minute?

 
Examine your own ABC interaction

Identify which component is triggers your procrastination and in
what order the other components follow.

 

a.

b.

c.

a.

By identifying your trigger for procrastination you can start to change it
If A (emotions/affect) was the problem, using relaxation and other
stress management tools can allow you to deal with the feeling

 
If C is the problem, replace your negative thoughts with more
positive self-talk

 
If the difficulty is at B, (behaviour) use rewards to promote the
behaviour that you are avoiding. For example, allow yourself to
watch a television programme only when you’ve finished one topic



Extra tips:
Make it meaningful
Break it down
Tell everyone
Reward yourself in the right ways
Change your environment
Just do it
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Social Anxiety
People experiencing social anxiety may fear what others think of them
(usually that others will see them in a negative light), may believe that
others are better than them or that they are being watched closely in
social situations.

What causes social anxiety?
Social anxiety can often be related to low self-esteem or a poor
opinion of the self
It ‘typically’ starts in childhood or the adolescent years and can
progress onto adulthood
Some people are naturally more anxious than others in social
situations and have learned to worry in social situations
Sometimes social anxiety can be a result of being bullied, a critical
parent etc. This can result in a person avoiding social situations
completely

Social anxiety in the body:
Heart racing or pounding; chest feeling tight or painful; tingling or
numbness in toes or fingers; having to go to the toilet; dry mouth;
breathing changes; blushing; restlessness; sweating
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Social anxiety in the mind:
You may think you are acting in a way that is embarrassing to
others
You may feel fearful of social situations, and also know that your
fear is unreasonable
Thinking you are making a ‘fool of myself’, ‘I am boring’, ‘I am
strange’, ‘if I get it wrong people will not like me’ etc



Creating a negative self-image and thinking that this is how
everyone else will see you e.g. my friends see me as ‘boring’,
‘weak’, ‘timid’, ‘uninteresting’, ‘foolish’ etc
Before you go into a social situation you are fearful, and think that
it will go badly
After you come from a social situation you think ‘That was awful. I
will never do that again’

 
This can lead to avoiding social situations, or use of alcohol or
substances to 'help get through it'. This is a short-term solution and
tends to perpetuate the socially anxious feelings. 
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Ways to overcome social anxiety in the long-term
It may be helpful to try and identify when, how and where you
experience social anxiety. Keep a diary about your feelings and what
makes you feel anxious about social situations. If you know what
happens to make you anxious, you can try to work out how to change
things.
 

Understanding social anxiety and how it manifests in the body and
mind
Reducing negative thoughts/beliefs by challenging your usual
thoughts/behaviours
Deep and mindful breathing - this works with tackling the physical
symptoms of social anxiety
Creating a ‘small steps’ plan, and take little steps to tackling the
behaviours you usually use to ‘hide’ your social anxiety. For
example, if you usually eat lunch in your office/room, try going to
the canteen
Reducing how much you focus on yourself



Alcohol Use
What is alcohol?
Alcohol is a chemical substance made of sugar. Every drink has
different amounts of alcohol in it, and is measured in units. You can
easily see how many units are in a drink from reading the bottle or can
containing alcohol. Alcohol also has calories, and you are at risk of
putting on weight if you drink to excess. Alcohol goes into your blood
and affects what you do and how you see things. Getting fresh air,
drinking coffee or taking a cold shower will not help your body get rid
of alcohol.

Why do I drink?
There are many reasons someone might drink, some of these are:

Your friends drink
It helps you relax or have fun
It helps you sleep
It helps you relax when out socialising
You are bored
You get nervous if you don’t drink
You feel low or depressed
You like the feeling of being drunk
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When does alcohol become a problem?
The development of alcohol dependence can be triggered by excessive
use of alcohol in the face of stress and personal adversity. On the
extreme end of alcohol abuse, a person uses alcohol to survive and
feel normal rather than to feel exhilarated.



Signs of alcohol dependence
Increased tolerance
Having regular blackouts
Euphoric recall - initial feelings of relaxation when drinking alcohol.
This promotes denial in a dependent drinker as drinking is
associated with relaxation and fun despite negative consequences
Mental obsession - anticipation for and preoccupation with alcohol 
Loss of choice - The person experiences loss of control over their
drinking and cannot determine their behaviour under the influence
Additional signs of alcohol misuse are absences from work, lying,
mood swings, poor coordination, not taking care of their physical
appearance, being aggressive, getting into trouble with the law (e.g.
fighting, disorderly conduct), and problems with attention or short
term memory.
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How can I control my alcohol use?
You could try using a diary to note your drinking:

Use a diary to plan when you will have a drink and how much you
will have
Make a note about when you think it may be hard for you to control
drinking (e.g. student nights out)
Pick a couple of days you won’t drink
Write down what you plan on drinking in advance - the drink and
how much
Keep track of how much you drink on a night out

 



You could try using a diary to note your drinking:
Use a diary to plan when you will have a drink and how much you
will have
Make a note about when you think it may be hard for you to control
drinking (e.g. student nights out)
Pick a couple of days you won’t drink
Write down what you plan on drinking in advance - the drink and
how much
Keep track of how much you drink on a night out

 
Make small changes:

Eat food before you drink – if you feel full you may drink less
Have a mixer with your drink, or have smaller drinks like a small
glass of wine.
Try other activities instead of drinking like exercising or going to
the cinema and incorporate them into your routine.

 
If someone close to you has an alcohol problem, try not to feel
responsible for their drinking. You can try to influence the time they
spend with you, make it alcohol unrelated. Ensure you are emotionally
supported yourself.
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Eating Disorders
What is an eating disorder?

An eating disorder refers to a complex and potentially dangerous
condition, which is characterised by extreme disturbances in eating,
emotional or psychological distress and physical symptoms.
Behaviours characteristic to eating disorders include self-starvation
(fasting and/or food restriction), purging (e.g. self-induced
vomiting, over-exercising) and bingeing (consuming excessive
amounts of food).

What causes an eating disorder?

There is no single cause which explains why someone may develop an
eating disorder. It is usually a combination of factors (biological,
psychological, familial and social) that combine to create a
circumstance in which an eating disorder is more likely to develop. An
eating disorder may develop gradually in response to an upset in a
person life. For example, a traumatic event, a major loss in a person’s
life, bullying and stress. Sometimes, it there is no obvious trigger.
Those who have low self-esteem and do not have a strong sense of
self may also be vulnerable.
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The main eating disorders
Anorexia Nervosa is characterised by an overwhelming drive for
thinness and an extreme fear of being or becoming fat. A person will
continuously attempt to maintain a body weight lower than what is
recommended for their age, sex and height.



Signs of anorexia:
Extreme dissatisfaction with body shape/weight
Making excuses for not eating and/or preoccupation with dieting
Playing with food and/or an obsessive interested in food
A sudden avoidance of certain foods
Wearing baggy clothes to hide thinness
Social withdrawal and mood swings
Appearance of a fine downy hair covering the back, arms or side of
face

 
Bulimia Nervosa is characterised by purging after eating, sometimes
following a binge. A person may engage in prolonged fasting, laxative
misuse and excessive exercising. Body weight is often maintained
within the normal range for their age, sex and height, but can also be
higher or lower than average.
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Signs of bulimia:
Fear of gaining weight
Excessive exercising
Weight Fluctuation
Unsociable behaviour
Black teeth
Problems with one's throat, oesophagus and stomach

 
Binge Eating Disorder is characterised by continuous episodes of
bingeing without purging; a person may gain a considerable amount of
weight over time.
 
Signs of binge eating disorder:

Lack of control once one begins to eat
Depression
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Grief
Anxiety
Shame
Disgust or self-hatred about eating behaviours

Helpful tips:

Prepare in advance: Speak with your friends and family and support
network about potential problems and how you can plan to deal
with them in advance.

 
If you think you have an issue and haven’t spoken to anyone, it
could help to speak to someone before starting college, or find out
what supports there are in college for you.

 
Try planning meals in advance for the week and do a weekly shop in
line with your planned eating.

 
If you are sharing a house or a student apartment, consider sharing
mealtimes so you are eating with someone.

 
If you start to notice changes in your eating habits which are
worrying you and you are not happy with, attempt to address this as
soon as possible by talking to someone.

 
If you feel any of the above apply to you, you can make contact with
Éist for support. 



Relationships
Healthy relationships
Healthy relationships require work and need to be maintained. In a
healthy relationship (friendships, family, romantic and work
relationships), you:
 

Feel you can communicate openly together
Maintain and respect each other’s individuality
Maintain relationships with friends and family
Enjoy shared activities
Also have activities apart from one another
Are able to express yourselves to one another without fear of
consequences
Are able to feel secure and comfortable
Have the option of privacy and personal space
Trust each other and be honest with each other
Respect boundaries; sexual and otherwise
Resolve conflict fairly
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Unhealthy relationships
Unhealthy relationships will experience stressors more frequently and
they will become difficult to avoid. While in an unhealthy relationship
you might:
 

Put one person before the other by neglecting yourself or your
partner
Feel pressure to change who you are for the other person

 



Feel pressure to quit activities you usually/used to enjoy
Pressure the other person into agreeing with you or changing to suit
you better
Notice one of you has to justify your actions (e.g., where you go,
who you see)
Notice one partner feels obligated to/has been forced to have sex
or refuses to use safer sex methods
Notice arguments are not settled fairly
Experience yelling or physical violence during an argument
Attempt to control or manipulate each other
Not make time to spend with one another
Experience a lack of fairness and equality
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Emotional dependency
Emotional dependency is the state or fact of being dependent on
someone for emotional support and validation. When we consistently
count on others for happiness, reassurance or comfort we can forget
to appreciate our own capabilities and take responsibility for our
feelings. Having interests which are not shared by your partner gives
you a space to be yourself, have your own group of friends, and allow
you to be true to yourself. Being able to spend time without your
partner is a healthy part of a stable relationship and maintaining your
sense of self.

Handling a break-up
Talk to a friend or family member about how you're feeling
Try to get some space away from your ex, e.g., unfollow them on
social media or delete their phone number
Try something new - make some new memories just for you
Remind yourself that you're okay - think about your achievements,
your friends and things which make you laugh



Toxic friendships
Toxic friendships look different to everyone but at the core is a feeling
of unhappiness or dissatisfaction.

Recognising a toxic friendship:
Your friend criticises you regularly.
Communication is a one way street - they do all the talking and
never ask about you, your life, or your opinion.
You feel stressed when you are with them
They are inconsistent in their interactions with you.
They lack empathy towards you.
They are ignorant to events in your life.
They break your trust.
They do not appreciate things you do for them.

Ending a toxic friendship:
However you do it, it isn’t easy getting rid of toxic friends.

Some friendships will fade away when communication wanes. This
can involve not answering texts or calls and making fewer plans to
meet up. This is particularly effective if you are the one who calls
first or the one who arranges plans.
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Sometimes you will need to sit down with the person and let them
know that the friendship is over. This is a pretty tough option and
requires a lot of courage from you. There a few things to remember if
you feel this option is best for you:
 

Think about (or write down) what you are going to say.
Try to use ‘I’ statements to avoid the potential conflict that can
come with ‘You’ statements.
Time it right - avoid special occasions or important events.
Try to choose a neutral venue rather than one of your houses.
If your friend is bullying you or pressuring you, you don’t owe them
anything. Their behaviour is not okay, and you have the right to
remove yourself from their company.

 
Ending friendships, even toxic ones, can be tough. Set up a plan for
things you can do when you’re feeling low, or other friends you can
hang out with when you need some company.
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Self-harm
Self-harm involves inflicting injuries or pain on one's own body and this
can take many forms. The most common form of self-harm is probably
cutting oneself. Self-harming can also take the form of a person
burning, beating, picking at, biting, scratching their skin

Why do people self-harm?
It can provide a way to express difficult or hidden feelings
Surviving emotional distress
Re-creating earlier experiences
A means to communicate abuse
It can be a way of communicating a need for support
It can be a way of making oneself feel alive
Release of tension: from anxiety, grief or anger
To relieve feelings of guilt or shame
To gain control over one's life
It can be a way of punishing oneself
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Self-help - How to deal with self-harm
It may be helpful to try and identify when, how and where you self-
harm. Keep a diary about your feelings and what makes you feel like
self-harming. If you know what happens to make you injure yourself,
you can try to work out how to change things.
 
Less damaging alternatives in causing pain are:

Having an elastic band around the wrist and snapping your skin
with it
Using boxing gloves and punching a punch-bag feeling.



 Alternatives to help manage painful experiences:
Breathing deeply
Tell yourself out loud that you will be okay and the feelings do not
define you
Having a special item to hold or look at for comfort
Distract yourself with an activity you like doing
Chat to family or friends
Write your feelings down

 
Talking to other people is important, and can begin the process of
healing. Talk to someone who you can trust and who will be sensitive
to what your feeling.
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What can I do to help someone who self-harms?
Don't panic
Show them your understanding and support
Provide a safe and open space for them to talk about their thoughts
and feelings
Encourage them to cry, crying is a healthy way to express sadness
or frustration 
Encourage the person to seek help, you should only offer as much
as you can cope with and don't try to take responsibility for
stopping them from hurting themselves.

What is unhelpful?
Punishment of some kind is unhelpful
Making a person feel guilty or ashamed

 
Perpetuating the myths that:

Self-harm is a suicide attempt
Self-harm is a form of attention-seeking
A person who self-injures is a dangerous individual



Sleeping Problems
What happens when you sleep?
When you fall asleep, you go through different stages – and there are
two main ones:

Rapid Eye Movement (REM) sleep - During this stage your brain is
very active, and dreaming occurs. This stage comes and goes
throughout the night, and your muscles are relaxed.
Non-REM sleep - Your body moves around more frequently during
this stage, but your brain is much less active. Your body is repairing
itself after the day, and hormones are slowly released into the
bloodstream. You can move between REM and non-REM sleep
about 5 times during the night.

How much sleep do I need?
Most adults need between 7-8 hours, but the amount of time you are
sleeping can depend on what you do throughout the day, if you are
stressed, or if you are on medication.
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What happens if I don't sleep?

If you are consistently not sleeping well, this can have negative
effects:

Feeling tired all the time
Finding it difficult to concentrate
Starting to feel low or depressed
Worrying about not being able to sleep during the day
Feeling physically unwell
Feeling stressed and anxious
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If you feel you are not sleeping enough, find difficult falling asleep or
wake up too early, there are some things to avoid and things you can
do to help:
 
DO

Make sure your bed is comfortable and your bedroom is not too
hot, too cold, or too noisy.
Go to bed and get up at roughly the same time each day.
Take some time to relax and unwind before bed. Some people find
mediation or aromatherapy helpful.Get some exercise. The optimal
time to exercise is during the day, and exercising too late may
disturb your sleep.
If you are worried about something try writing it down before bed,
and tell yourself you can deal with it tomorrow.

 
DON’T

Don’t drink tea, coffee, or energy drinks close to bedtime.
Don’t go to bed until you are tired
Don’t stay in bed longer in the day to catch up on sleep.
Don’t drink a lot of alcohol. It may help you fall asleep, but will lead
to disturbed sleep throughout the night.
Keep checking the time or your phone.

 
If you are worrying about falling asleep, this can keep you awake for
longer. Take your mind off sleeping by reading, relaxing or thinking
about planning something nice, like an outing or holiday.





Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder
What is OCD?
People who have Obsessive Compulsive Disorder have obsessions and
compulsions. 

Obsessions are recurrent and persistent ideas, thoughts, impulses
or images that are experienced as intrusive and senseless.
Compulsions are repetitive, purposeful and intentional behaviours
that are performed in response to an obsession

 
Both the obsessions and the compulsions can cause marked distress
and can be time consuming. They can interfere with the person's
normal routine, occupation, relationships and general social activity

Thoughts that frighten you, like thinking you are dirty and that
negative things will happen if you are around dirty things.
Thoughts that something you have done or might do will hurt
people.
Images in your head of hurting people
Believing things in your life are not in order

Signs of OCD
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Most common obsessions and compulsions
Obsession with contamination - compulsive washing

Washers and cleaners are consumed with obsessions about
contamination and dirtiness by certain objects or situations
e.g. germs, disease and chemicals

Obsession of doubt - compulsive checking
People check things excessively in order to prevent a certain
bad things from occurring.

 



Obsession with order - compulsive organising
Everything must be arranged in precise ways, including patterns,
and people can become upset if someone else rearranges their
possessions

Repetitive thoughts as obsessions - compulsive counting
Thinkers and counters use repetitive thoughts or images in
order to counteract anxiety provoking thoughts or images

Worriers
Experience repetitious negative thoughts that are uncontrollable
and quite upsetting. However unlike those with any of the above
forms of OCD, they do not engage in repetitious behaviours
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Causes of OCD
One idea is that it is a behaviour which has been learned, in which the
person comes to recognise that performance of rituals is accompanied
by relief from their obsessional thoughts and this reinforces the ritual.
 
No research has proven that OCD runs in families. However, it has
been found that relatives of OC's are more likely than the average
person to have other anxiety related problems.

Treatment of OCD
Cognitive behavioural therapy uses specific tools to help people
eliminate of their unwanted obsessions, thoughts and beliefs as well
as alleviating their compulsions is a common approach used with OCD
sufferers. Within this therapy, individuals learn to identify their specific
distressing thoughts and learn how to replace them with more
supportive ones.
 
Various types of drug treatment have proven helpful in treating and
alleviating symptoms of OCD.



Time Management
A number of techniques are described below. The idea is to
experiment with a variety of techniques and discover the ones that suit
you best. What works for one student may not work for you.

Monitor how you use your time
First, calculate how much time (in hours) you spent on the following
activities during the last week: sleeping, eating, self-care, travelling,
errands, hobbies, exercise, lectures, homework, study, socialising.
Then consider the following questions:

Which of these do you need to spend more time on?
Which do you need to spend less time on?
Were you surprised at the activities you spent so much time on?
Were you surprised at the ones you spent so little time on?

Use a list of "Things to Do"
Can be used a short term day planner, tick things off as you
complete them
Can be used to set goals for the week

Use a timetable
Schedule fixed blocks of time. Start with class time and work
time. These time periods are usually determined in advance.
Other activities must be scheduled around them e.g., eating,
sleeping, shopping, laundry
Schedule time for fun. Brains that are constantly stimulated by
new ideas and new challenges need time off to digest them.

How to plan your time
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Set realistic goals: don't set yourself up for failure by telling
yourself you can do a four-hour job in two hours!
Allow flexibility in your schedule: recognise that unexpected
things will happen and allow for them. Perhaps set aside some
'open time' each week.
Avoid scheduling marathon study sessions. When possible,
study in short sessions. If/when you study in long sessions,
stop and rest for a few minutes every hour. 
Set clear starting and stopping times for specific tasks and stick
to them.

 
How to get the most out of time

Study difficult subjects first (or at least second) as we are often
more alert and receptive earlier on. Also, you may feel more
motivated to continue with your work after completing a difficult
task.
Use a regular study area or the library
In most situations we study where we are alert. Therefore, avoid
sofas, beds or easy chairs as your body will be getting the
wrong signal. Good lighting and low noise levels are also
essential features you need to consider for your study
environment.
Monitor your attention and concentration. If extraneous
thoughts impinge on your studying you may decide whether to
deal with them now or make a note to do so later
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Concentration strategies
Get off the phone. Simply say "I can't talk too long, I'm up to my
eyes in a project" or use an answering machine.
Prepare certain tasks the night before: references, books,
telephone numbers etc. This tactic helps you get in gear faster
the next day.
Try not to be self-critical. Instead, acknowledge your efforts and
accomplishments in taking on this study.
Make time for other things that are important, that sustain you
and keep your energy levels high. Exercise regularly, cook
nutritious meals and spend time with family and friends.
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Coping with the death of someone close

The death of someone close to you is an overwhelming loss and can
leave families, friends and communities with a range of emotions and
unanswered questions.
 
It is normal for individual family members to respond differently when
someone dies, this can depend on their relationship with the deceased.
How people grieve and for how long varies from person to person. No
matter how people react, they are trying to make sense of what has
happened, express themselves and deal with inner pain and turmoil.
 
Over time, the intensity of pain and loss usually subsides; most people
learn to live with their loss and adjust to life without the deceased. It is
important to remember that there is no set time and everyone will
grieve in their own personal way.
 
While coping with grief, talking through your feelings with a trusted
friend or relative may be all you need. Others may feel they need
support from their GP, counsellor or chaplain. 

Immediate reactions
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Coping with emotions
What has helped others?

Learning to mourn
Acknowledging all feelings
Talking honestly with others
A support network

 



Faith, religion or spirituality
Reviewing pictures and mementos
Visiting the grave
Re-arranging and storing the belongings of the deceased
Writing a letter to the deceased or connecting with them in new
ways
Meeting others with similar experiences
Recalling memories and reliving good times
Remembering the person at significant times (e.g., anniversaries
and birthdays)
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Learning to live with grief and loss
Know you can survive. You may not think so, but you can.
Know that you may feel overwhelmed by the intensity of your
feelings but that all your feelings are normal
Recognise that anger, guilt, confusion and forgetfulness are
common responses when grieving and mourning
Remember to take one moment or one day at a time
Don't be afraid to cry, tears are healing
Try to put off major decisions
Be aware of the pain of family and friends
Be patient with yourself and others who may not understand
Steer clear of people who want to tell you what or how to feel
Expect physical reactions to your grief, e.g., headaches, loss of
appetite, inability to sleep. Your GP can give advice on how to cope
with these reactions if needed
Be willing to laugh with others - it can help you to heal

 
Most importantly, be kind and gentle with yourself

 

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.



Events that follow a death
Usually the family contacts a funeral director to start funeral
arrangements. 
A death notice will be put in the newspapers
The death will be registered and a death certificate will be issued

Dealing with practical matters
Legal issues

Notifying the deceased's solicitor, if there is one and notifying the
executors named in the will

Financial
Notifying the bank, credit union or post office. Cancelling direct
debits, standing orders in the deceased's bank. Cancelling
subscriptions to clubs, groups, magazines etc.

Housing
If the deceased was living in rented accommodation, telling the
landlord. Tell the gas, electricity, or water about the death.
Contacting An Post to redirect post if necessary
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If you feel you would like some support, remember that UL has a
Chaplaincy service...
 
The Chaplaincy operates from its office CM071 in the main building
(where a waiting room is shared with Counselling), a Chaplaincy Centre
'Teach Fáilte' (beside the bookshop) and the Contemplative Centre
(opposite the SU).
 
You can get in contact through:

John Campion on 061-202180 or via email on john.campion@ul.ie
Sarah O'Rourke on 061-233635 or via email on sarah.orourke@ul.ie

 



Coming out

Stage 1: Pre-coming out

Many people have realised that hiding their sexual orientation can
indeed cause great stress, anxiety, pressure or struggling to find your
sense of self/identity. However, “coming out” does not mean telling
everybody you meet that you are gay, lesbian, bisexual or however you
identify. In essence “coming out” is a process that allows a person to
be in touch with their sexuality or gender and to express themselves
accordingly.
 
People with predominately same sex orientation show similar stages
of identity development - with individual variations of course.  The
following model or framework may provide a useful way of
understanding this development.  Not every individual follows each
stage.  It is also common for some people to work on the
developmental tasks related to several different stages
simultaneously.

May people may be uncertain about their sexual identity.  Time may be
needed to explore this.  It is possible that at a conscious or pre-
conscious level the child and family members know that even then the
child’s sexual orientation ‘differs’.
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Fear of rejection and ridicule create a barrier to the open
acknowledgement of homosexual feelings. The attempts to deny or
repress feelings may lead to behavioural problems, psychosomatic
illness, depression, low self-esteem and even suicide. Facing your true
identity and fears of being ‘different’ is a healthy approach to adopt.



Stage 2: Coming out
The first step in “coming out” is being true to yourself - acknowledging
what you feel and who you are.  This first step in identifying yourself as
gay, lesbian or bisexual or other can take many years to complete.
Self-identifying is a way of starting the “coming out” process. One
technique to help in this process is to look at yourself in the mirror, see
yourself for who you are, accept yourself looking back for who you are
and say “I am gay”, “I am lesbian”, “I am bisexual” or "I am
_____________".
 
It is a completely normal reaction for friends and family to be surprised
and for them to need time to digest the news. This does not mean that
they have taken the news negatively - but they may not have had the
time you have had to sit with this news.
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Stage 3: Exploration / Experimentation

This is a period of exploring and experimenting with a new sexual
identity. There are several developmental tasks involved. The first is
the development of interpersonal skills in order to socialise with others
with a similar sexual orientation. Usually having being socialised as
heterosexual, homosexual or bisexual individuals may lack these skills.
Secondly, there is a need for some to develop a sense of personal
attractiveness and sexual competence. Thirdly, for some there is a
need to recognise that self-esteem is not based upon sexual conquest.



Stage 4: Initial relationships
The main task of this stage is to learn how to function in a homosexual
relationship.  The yearning for a more stable, committed relationship
can be sabotaged by lingering negative attitudes about homosexual
feelings. It is nice to remember that the person you are in a
relationship with may not have had the same ‘coming out’ experience
as you. It may have been challenging for them. Respect, support and
honesty are key factors in any relationship. It is important to be
mindful of yourself and the other person when going forward in a
relationship.
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Stage 5: Integration

This is an ongoing process of development where new feelings about
yourself continue to emerge. Reintegration and self-definition takes
place. Public and private identities are incorporated into a coherent
self-image. Relationships at this point can be more successful.

No matter how you
identify, just
remember...

You are
amazing!





Supporting someone with mental health difficulties
When someone you care about is struggling, it can be really difficult
and you may experience a mix of emotions: concern, disbelief, anger,
anxiety, compassion… this is normal and understandable.

Some ways to mind yourself
Know your limits: Be realistic about what support you can offer and try
not to take on too much.
Get support: Talk to someone you trust or link in with the student
counselling service.
Take a break: Make time to do something nice for yourself.

Ways to support your friend or family member

Listen - Listen more than you talk. Ask open ended questions, “how are
you feeling?”   to encourage them to talk.
Be there as someone they can trust - Let them know you care, spend
time with them, chat over a cup of tea - avoid drugs and alcohol
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Don’t assume you know what’s best for them - Everyone experiences
life differently. Don’t try to “fix things”. Instead, ask your friend how
they would like to be supported.
Normalise mental health - Talk about it. It’s ok not to be ok. Make sure
your friend hears that.
Encourage them to get support - Make it okay to need help, offer to go
with them to whatever support service they   decide on.
 
It can be frustrating if the person you care about doesn't want help,
but there are limits to what you can do. Try to be patient, don't push;
but be there for them if they reach out.



Time to get extra help...
If you have talked to your friend and are still worried, it may be time to
contact a family member and tell them your concerns. Attend UL Éist
during drop-in hours and express concern for your friend. Try and
encourage your friend to come.
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E-Resources
Apps
Apps can be a really useful way to practice breathing, meditation, CBT and
wellbeing exercises to help with stress and anxiety.

Virtual Hope Box

Stop, Breathe, Think

Headspace

Breathe2Relax

Calm

The Mindfulness App

Woebot
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Online cognitive-behavioural therapy

CBT can be a useful way to challenge how we think and act to help
with anxiety and low mood. Online programmes offers the opportunity
to learn CBT skills.
 

Aware Life Skills Online: www.aware.ie/education/life-skills-online-
programme/   
CBT Online: www.online-therapy.com/cbt
Mood Gym: https://moodgym.com.au/



Self-help resources
Self-help materials can give us coping skills to help us through times
of distress.

Information and exercise sheets:
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy self-help information and
worksheets: www.getselfhelp.co.uk
Psychology Tools Self-Help: www.psychologytools.com
UL Counselling Service: https://ulsites.ul.ie/studentaffairs/self-
help-leaflets

Specific self-help intervention packages:
Centre for Clinical Interventions mental health information
packages:  www.cci.health.wa.gov.au/Resources/Looking-After-
Yourself
National Health Service self-help booklets:
https://web.ntw.nhs.uk/selfhelp/
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Websites

Futureme.org - Write a letter to your future self.
 
Mind.org.uk - Mental health support and information.
 
Pleasetalk.ie - Ireland’s student-led mental health movement.
 
Reachout.com - Information on issues that can affect your mental
health and well-being.
 
Spunout.ie - Ireland’s youth information website created by young
people, for young people.



Crisis and Helpline Numbers
Emergency services (Gardaí, Ambulance, FireService)       999 or 112
ShannonDoc                                                                            1850 212 999
 
Crisis Intervention Service (4:30pm – 3am)

Limerick                                                                              061-301111
Clare                                                                                    065-6863208
North Tipperary                                                                  086-8306663

 
ADAPT Domestic AbuseServices

1800 200 504 (24/7) Email: info@adaptservices.ie Website:
www.adaptservices.ie/

 
Al-Anon, strength and hope for families and friends of problem
drinkers

01-8732699 (10am to 10pm daily) Email: info@alanon.ie Website:
www.alanon.ie

 
Alcoholics Anonymous Ireland 

01-8420700 Email: gso@alcoholicsanonymous.ie Website:
www.alcoholicsanonymous.ie/

 
AMEN, support and practical assistance to male victims of domestic
abuse 

046-9023718 (9am-5pm, Mon-Fri) Email: crisissupport@amen.ie
Website: www.amen.ie

 
AWARE, a national support helpline for issues relating to mood
disorders

1800 80 48 48 (10am to 10pm daily) Email: supportmail@aware.ie 
Website: www.aware.ie
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Bodywhys, The Eating Disorders Association of Ireland 
1890 20 04 44 (2hrs daily) Email: alex@bodywhys.ie Website:
www.bodywhys.ie/

 
GOSHH (Gender, Orientation, Sexual Health, HIV)

061-314354 (Mon 2.15pm–5pm, Tues-Fri 9.30am– 5pm) Email:
info@goshh.ie Website: goshh.ie/

 
GROW, Community Mental Health

1890 474474 Email: midwesternregion@grow.ie Website:
www.grow.ie/

 
HSE Drugs and Alcohol Helpline  

1800 459 459 (9:30am – 5:30pm Mon-Fri), Email: helpline@hse.ie
 
 
Pieta House, for suicidality and self-harm (24/7)

 1800 247 247  Email: mary@pieta.ie  Website:  www.pieta.ie    
 
 
Rape CrisisMidwest

 1800 311 511 Email: info@rapecrisis.ie Website:
 www.rapecrisis.ie/home.html

 
 
Samaritans, confidential listening service (24/7)

116 123 E-mail: jo@samaritans.org Website: www.samaritans.org/
For 24 hour confidential text support text: 087-2609090
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UL Éist Student Counselling and Wellbeing is here to help –
so if you need us, please phone 061-202327. A drop-in
service runs everyday during term time. Check out our
Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/UlCounsellingService or
website for further information.
 
UL Éist Student Counselling and Wellbeing, Room CM073,
University of Limerick
 
Website: www.ul.ie/counselling/
 
Phone: 061 202327
 

Remember!
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Be fearless in the pursuit of what sets
your soul on fire...

UL Éist Counselling and Wellbeing Service


